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About This Game

Welcome to Cataegis - The White Wind: Ziggurat Chapter, a frantic 2D arcade action retro-style game that pays homage to
the glory days of 8-bit side scrolling gaming.

Playing as Cataegis, enforcer for the ‘Order of Caeliger’, take on the self-proclaimed deity ‘Ishtar’ and her followers in war for
the future of Earth. With a combination of agile movements and an arsenal of weapons at your disposal (including double

jumps, sliding and dual wielding weapons), face your foes toe to toe and battle your way to victory!

Key features:

Classic old school side-scrolling gameplay

Exciting Retro soundtrack

Fast and fluid gameplay with a myriad of techniques and varied weapons;
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Gorgeous pixel art cinematics

Unlock art and background information on the game

An engaging storyline

Over 20 endings available based on the choices you make in the game
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Title: Cataegis : The White Wind
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Acido Cinza
Publisher:
KISS ltd
Release Date: 25 Sep, 2015
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cataegis the white wind. cataegis the white wind steam. cataegis the white wind badge

Awfull, raw game. Needs tons of polishing.. Good! Love that game. It's pretty meh. Hard as balls too.. nice game !. This is a lot
more fun than i expected it to be. It is old school and it did take me a while to get used to the controls but i had a lot of fun. IT
IS REALLY HARD and it actually tries to make me pay attention to the pattern the boss is moving in. 8/10 great game. yep its
an old school NES\/PC engine game alright
with few stuff from sega gen shinobi 3 intros & stage's intro's

in this game you have to memorise whats coming in order to advance
and you need some of those megaman\/ninja gaidan\/Shadow of the Ninja skills in order to beat the bosses
since they give little room for you to hit them or guessing where to hit them
rushing in the stage blindly is a death sentince since those 3 lives you have can easily be draind
by small enemys.

i did run into some random bugs that gets you killed in the first section
such as enemys & projectiles pops up on you from out of nowhere

the background stage is simple and well done
with the word \u0633\u0648\u0642=shop
it hints you that your playing in arabic country stage

overall i do recomand this game for the old school hardcore retro fans. The graphical style is a bit sloppy, but the game basically
plays the way it appears to - like an old-school NES platform\/action game with a ton of dying until you learn all the patterns.

If Strider NES was your cup of tea, this might be as well.
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I like the concept, it seems like it has great potential to become an indie game. yep its an old school NES/PC engine game
alright
with few stuff from sega gen shinobi 3 intros & stage's intro's

in this game you have to memorise whats coming in order to advance
and you need some of those megaman/ninja gaidan/Shadow of the Ninja skills in order to beat the bosses
since they give little room for you to hit them or guessing where to hit them
rushing in the stage blindly is a death sentince since those 3 lives you have can easily be draind
by small enemys.

i did run into some random bugs that gets you killed in the first section
such as enemys & projectiles pops up on you from out of nowhere

the background stage is simple and well done
with the word سوق=shop
it hints you that your playing in arabic country stage

overall i do recomand this game for the old school hardcore retro fans. 0/10 more of an old fart

Even for those who still miss their first Nintendo console and hum 8-bit tunes, this game is not worth any attention.. yep its an
old school NES/PC engine game alright
with few stuff from sega gen shinobi 3 intros & stage's intro's

in this game you have to memorise whats coming in order to advance
and you need some of those megaman/ninja gaidan/Shadow of the Ninja skills in order to beat the bosses
since they give little room for you to hit them or guessing where to hit them
rushing in the stage blindly is a death sentince since those 3 lives you have can easily be draind
by small enemys.

overall i do recomand this game for the old school hardcore retro fans.. Cataegis : The White Wind is a game that I recommend
because:

- it is a method to banish boredom
- it has an acceptable price
- it is indie
- it has action
- it is a retro game
- it has trading cards

Enjoy!. strangest game i ever played ... 2017 prince of persia :)). Goooood retro game :). nice game !. Awfull, raw game. Needs
tons of polishing.. Great retro game with lots of different endings (really, lots) and new game plus mechanics. Very challenging
as well. Reccomended.
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